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been the topic of his private and famil- Í a carriage more frequently; not as of th'edav have made some scandalous the sacrifice for a length of time unK
iar discourse with them. The subject, has been supposed, from any particu averments to the contrary, but without formly attained the object for which it
PUBLISHED BT
‘■‘Ption offejl
which affected them so much before, is lar illness, but feeling in a frame so con adequate foundation. Napoleon res was designed.—The enemy who had
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invested now, from the presence of stantly
,
in exercise, the premature ef pected himself too much, and under remained in «their extensive canton
/commerce aJ
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
stood the value of public opinion too ments, distracted by the reports of va
numbers anxiously listening, with new fects of age.
and peculiar interest. This interest be
The countenance of Napoleon is fa well, to have plunged into general or rious columns moving in different direc
MOBAÏ*.
tions, were surprised and defeated by
trays itself by a half audible sob, the. miliar almost with every one from de vague debauchery.
Considering his natural disposition the united force of the French, which
>y arranged; J
smothered groan, and the trickling of scription, and the portraits which are
FROM THE CHRISTIAN REGISTER.
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the frequent tear. The expressions found every where. The ‘dark brown then, it may be assumed that if Napo had formed a junction where and when
from Bofl
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of
grief, you know, are above all others hair bore little marks of the attentions leon had continued in the vale of pri it was least expected. It was not till
Munsters, W
they had learned the art of withdraw
,f enfinence;j
IL I proceed to the consideration of sympathetic and contagious. Who can of the toilette. The shape of the coun vate life, and no strong temptation of
of Geograpij. a sècond agent which has great efficacy behold the weeping of the mourners tenance approached more than is usual passion or revenge crossed his path, ing from his attack as soon as made,
that the allies learned to defeat the ef
ma«y oftheV
in spreading a revival—I mean the even at the funeral of the stranger, and in the human race to a square. His he must have been generally regarded
forts of his moveable columns.
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TGONS. I operate upon the feelings of the Solitary
nœuvres on the field of battle had the
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L about 350 njf heightens and strengthens this influence, even without inquiry, to grieve with
der ooh. In the actual shock of con*
•vith a neat K
and diffü&ès it among multitudes. F ear |I them ? And what' one, in that little reli- ter. His nose and moiffh were beau great talents, both military ami politi flick, as in the preparations which he .
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with
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» and becoaea émotion, like a contagion, through quirer, and hears her low murmurs and ent, but vfere tittle shown in speaking.
u receive am
suppressed cry for mercy, does not) His smile possessed uncommon sweet sider the use which he made oí his as points, while he oppressed one by an
proportion M large bodies of men.
unexpected force of numbers.—The
My readers are too well aware of the feel for her, and feel with her ? His ness, and is stated to have been irre cendency, let us briefly review the brêaking. through the line, the turning
ready for th{) nature and influence of sympathy in must indeed be an obdurate heart that sistible. The complexion was a clear causes by which it was accomplished. e commented»]
The consequences of the revolution.; of a flank, which had been his object
will remain unaffected by the eloquence olive, otherwise in general colourless.
if subscribersiil general, to need that I should say much
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and to arouse them to action. Explain the feelings of those who frequent these and dignity of expression which con
impaired by the length of the combat*
it as you will, or leave it unexplained, meetings in the time of a revival. They tinued to occupy the features, rendered ness again. There was peitlier safety, It was at this period that lie brought up
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any
the fact must be admitted, that^there is are avowedly anxious and inquirings them eminently beautiful, and the ad
other profession, and accordingly it be his guard, who impatient of inactivity,
and many of them are susceptible and miration of all who looked on them.
.isease whicbhl a community of feeling existai in the
Such was Napoleon’s, exterior. His came the refuge of the best and bravest had been held in readiness for hours,
of the mostew breasts of mankind, which prompts in sensitive to an extreme. Of course they
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I FAIR TRIALS ed to act as we see others act, and to bond-slaves of Satan, and justly liable •
It has in th
to the most grievous torment^ in sou!; excellent husband, a kind relation, and held by the various administrations of distinctions, as well as by bis familiar
:fifteen andtw imbibe and utter the emotions which
unless vzhen state policy intervened, a the republic at home—a dependence notice of their persons, and attending
’esisted the pot we see exhibited by them. In religion, and body, without intermission, in hell - i
General accounted for by the necessity of hav- to their wants, joined to hi$ possession
at could be da especially, which more than any other fire forever.” Upon the timid and ig most affectionate brother.
of absolute and independent command,
gives immediai subject is calculated to interest the feel norant, who do not attend to the false-: Gcurgaud, whose communications were»I ing recourse to the government at Par
f
■es Tinea Cuts
not in-every case to Napoleon’s ad van/ is for the means of paying and support rendered it no difficult matter for him
D HEAD) art ings, and to awaken the sensibilities of hood and impiety of such declarations,!
states him to i/uvo beé-a pie b^st- ing their armies. Fro¡»i the time that|to secure their support in the revolu
■ unhealthy k the heart, we may expect to W*e sym they' .vil] exert, as 1 wave' before rr-)
tion of the eighteenth Brumaire, end
ng of a mem pathy exerting all its energy and pow marked, a wonderful? influence. The of masters, labouring to assist all his Napoleon passed the Alps, he inverted
in placing him at the head of ..fairs.
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tired by this time of the com’ n
nd Retail by!! ligion, and not the least so under the emotions will vent themselves in ac talents as they actually possessed, and not only maintain the army by means
• of contributions and confiscations, but unsettled state of the governn.e t,
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Christian dispensation. Every age of
rtland; Del«
even contribute to support the French the various changes which it 1
not sympathy do something to diffuse ities to such as had them not.
Hill, Concoii the church has borne testimony to this
•
Government.
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of true religion, and strives to overshad tone and terrific images be augmented
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the youthful General, sordid and decided versatality and im
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it but sympathy propagating the errors they have already produced on some
on which his predecessors had been de tion in general, desired a settled form
and vagaries of a perverted and fren in the assembly ? Will not the sights ed not only desirous to relieve the vic- <pendent, was enabled to assert the in of government, which if less free, should
i
zied imagination ? What is it but sym and sounds by which the eye and ear tims, issuing for that purpose directions dependence
at which he speedily aim be more stable in duration, and better
pathy that scatters terror and alarm are at once assailed contribute to create which too often were not, and could »ed, and correspond with the directory calculated to assure to individuals the
through the crowds assembled at a a community of feeling and uniformity not, be obeyed, but subject to the in- »upon a footing approaching to equality. protection of property and of personal
camp-meeting or a conference-meeting? of action through the whole of that fluence of that more acute and imagi His talents as a soldier, and situation freedom than those which had followed
Could you attend one of these latter crowded room ? And when such effects native species of sympathy which is as a victorious General, soon raised him the downfall of a monarchy. A suc
meetings,
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would not be disposed to wonder at the divine influence what is so manifestly
master.—The creature came towards tle. In each of these great depart Napoleon foresaw the difficulties which
effects
then produced, however great the result of fear and sympathy ?
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them, then returned to the dead body, ments of war Napoleon was not merely would occur by an attempt to reconcile
and marvellous they might previously
Ws Bilim
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have appeared to you, when your in
;e Pills havete
ask their assistance.—*4 Whether it was of the art,--he was an improver, an in ance of the national scales, and aptly
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ANECDOTE OF BONAPARTE.
of the persons who constitute the as on the character of that wonderful
ppetite, dizzit®
that of assembling the greatest possible
sembly. Observe how large a portion person, on whom fortune showered so lies deserted by every one but his dog.
-they are lik«
Above the town of Ajaccio, on one
force of his own upon the vulnerable
ctious diseases, pare timid, sensitive, confiding females, many favors in the beginning and How mysterious are the impressions
of
the
eminences that surrounds it, there
point
of
the
enemy
’
s
position,
paralyy kind by ®
who have been brought together, some through the middle of his career, to to which we are subject ! I was in the zing,.perhaps two parts of their army, are the ruins of a small fortress called
Drbid matter, I®
by curiosity, some bj’ mental anxiety, overwhelm its close with such deep habit, without emotion, of ordering bat whilst he cut the third to pieces, and Fortina. 4 If I had but four thousand
lost appetite*
tles which must decide the fate of a
■some by a desire and an. intention of and unwonted afflictions.
fits. TbeyaK;
campaign, and could look with a dry then following up his position by des francs a year,’ said ‘Bonaparte to the
The
external
appearance
of
Napo

ons and how
passing*through that change which they
troying the remainder in detail. For narrator,41 know what 1 -would do with
summer orw®
hear constantly asserted to be indispen leon was not imposing at the first eye on the execution of manœuvres
dthout regard!
this
purpose, he taught generals to.di it.’—4 What would you do'?’—41 would
sable to salvation. Observe how ma glance, his stature being only five feet which must be attended with much loss, vide their armies upon the march, with build a house on that spot.’—4 Why
;ss. Their op®
and
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I
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moved
—
nay,
painfully
1, that by exp®
ny there are, of both sexes, of tender six inches English. His person, thin
a view to celerity of movement, and so ? it is a desert spot.’—4 Yes, but I
my other Fr
years, of susceptible hearts and ardent in youth, and somewhat corpulent in affected—by the cries and grief of a facility of supply, and to unite them at should th^n command the whole town?
?ublic,
.
dog.
It
is
certain
that
at
that
moment
feelings, but with minds unbalanced age, was rather delicate than robust in
e covered *
the moment of contest, where an attack ——Is not the entire man evident in these
¡ie-n of the Go«
and uncultivated, and possessing very outward appearance, but cast in the I would have been more accessible to would be most feebly resisted, because words ?
name thereof;
little knowledge of the truths and doc mould most capable of enduring pri a suppliant enemy,, and could better least expected. For this also, he first
trines of Christianity. Consider top vation and fatigue. He rode ungrace understand the conduct of Achilles in
threw aside all species of baggage
A QUAKER IN TURKEY.
that among this large collection of nov fully, and without that command of his restoring the body of Hector to the which could possibly be dispensed with
Jaundice
tears
of
Priam?
’
—
The
anecdote,
at
ices there are some veterans in the ser- horse which distinguishes a perfect
In
1661, a Quaker went to Constan
vice—men whose duty it is to watch i cavalier ; so that he showed to disad- once shows that Napoleon possessed a —supplied the want of magazines by tinople to convert the Sultan to Chris
. i
elebrated
and forward the work by example, en- ; vantage when riding beside such a heart amenable to humane feelings, and the contributions exacted from the tianity. He was taken by the Turks
the above is«
epuragement
and precept. There are » norseman as Murat. But he was fear that they were usually in total subjec country, or collected from individuals and lodged in their lunatic asylum,
IE-inWelJ
some too whose minds have already | less, sat firm in his seat, rode with ra- tion to the stern precepts of military by a regular system of marauding— where he was supported fqi\six months;
.Goodakani
been operated upon in private—their ’ pidity, and was capable, of enduring stoicism. It was his common and ex discontinued the use of tents, and trusted but having frequently pronounced th a
r&
and Boston,
fears have already been awakened, and i the exercise for a longer time than pressive phrase, that thç heart of a pol to bivouacking with his soldiers, where word 44 Ihgelis'' he wras brought before
incipaltoffn [
their feelings excited by "intimate con- i most men. We have already mention- itician should be in his head, but his hamlets could not be found, and there the earl of Winchelsea, the British am
versation, and affectionate appeals in | ed his indifference to the quality of feelings sometimes surprised him in gen was not time .to erect huts. His sys bassador. On refusing to take off his
tem was ruinous in point of lives, tor
their consciences and hearts. They [ his food and his power of enduring ab- tler mood.
hat in his presence, this nobleman or
A calculator by nature and by hab even the military hospitals were often dered him to be bastinadoed on the
edme prepared and expecting to be fur- ; stmen.ee. A morsel of food and a flask
dispensed
with.
"But
although
Moreau
ther impressed and excited.
The I of wine bung at his saddle bow, used in it, Napoleon was fond o'f order, and a
spot, and sent him back to his confine*
preacher
touches
and
dwells
upon
some
j his earlier campaigns, to support him friend to that moral conduct in which termed Napoleon a conquerer at the menu
HAY/A
point or view which had previously ' for days. In his latter wars, he used order b best exemplified. The libels rate of ten thousand men a day, yet

KcHnetjnuU ©aivtte,

i of Ahglesea, die Viscount Dudley and
The Six Brothers, Caph Lee, had any traveller would have preferred be
Dignity and Consistency.»—The Nash
Ward, Lord Garvagb, SirJ. Mackin- arrived at Paros, from.New York, with ing on the spot at the time. The vessel ville paper stateAthat Gen. Jackson, to
9
tosh, Mr. Villiers, Mr. Brödil, the Mar- provisions.
is useless, although her hull is still sound, aid the cause of his partizan, marched ;
LATE FROM ENGLAND.
.quis of Conyngham, the Earl Morley,
Vigourous preparations are making so that there will be no waste of proper up to the polls with ah open ticket, for giT
The ship Robert Wilson, Arnold, arrived Mr. Tierney, the. Earl Spencer, Lord in Russia to prosecute the war with ty ; and it will exhibit a contest between Felix Grundy ! I This is the pian
at New-York bn the 13th inst.—by this arrival Bexley, Lord Palmerston, Mr. B. Persia.
the products of human art and the pow Who would not flatter Neptune for his tri.'
dent,
G°vdates from London and Liverpool are fur- Bathurst, Mr. Planta, Mr. Backhouse,
Boston Gazette.
ers of nature. The exposure of a num
LChah’, I
nished, one day later than by the United and Mr. Stapleton—next, the servants
ber of unoffending animals to such a Nor Jove for his power to thunder.
States. The following extracts are from the of the deceased Minister. Lord Wel
terrible death I must pronounce wan Seven years ago, the General pronoun* |pe°Ple'
New-York Gazette.
ced this same Grundy a purjured nil. 'n
lington’s name does not appear in the
ton cruelty and inhuman.
FROM ST. CROIX.
Mr. Charles Dupin, the able member list.
They have hoisted a piratical Hag on lain. Verily, to put in a vote for such i ^ua
From Captain Clark, of the ship Ju the foretopmast of the Michigan, and a man to Congress, “the right baud lecteV
of the French Institute, has addressed
The coffin was covered with crimson
a letter to the editor of the Journal des velvet, and bore the following inscrip- piter, we learn that a severe gale was manned her rigging and cross trees must have kept the “left hand,” and' InJT
experienced at St. Croix off the 17th with men of straw. Such is the interest the conscience too, out of the secret, to pa
Debat'es on the subject of Mr. Canning’s
1 1 ,
ult. The brig Olive & Sarah, at the excited here on the subject, that the cit be honest.—Amer. Mer.
death, proposing that a medal should be
DEPOSITUM.
____
pyala
west end, ready for sea, with a full car izens of Black Rock and Buffalo have
struck in grateful memorial of the ben
Some of the Georgia papers are dig*
efits which he has conferred on the'The Rt. Honorable George Canning, go of rum and sugar,'was driven ashore, laid themselves under a voluntary con
mi • The
• inscription
_ _ ! on oner»: i • -w-TF« -n « •
•
T-r
world at.1large.
and the vessel and cargo were totally tribution, to supply all the cast-off coats, cussing the point whether the successor l/KLr
one of his His M ajesty’s most Hon.
p,
side to be—“ Civil and religious liberty
lost—crew saved. The brig William, jackets, hats, &c. they could conveni of Col. Tattnall, Member to Congress :
Privy Council. First Lord Com
throughout the world
and on the re
Crane of Boston, cargo discharged, was ently spare 5 and the quantity of paste shall be elected by general ticket, or, ¿ani
missioner of His Majesty’s Trea
driven ashore and lost—crew saved. board used for furnishing these fresh by the people of the District which for* Lourt(
verse, his effigy, with the words—“ In
sury. Chancellor and Under
the name of all nations—The French
The schooner JTenry went ashore at water sailors with masks, is said to have merly elected Col. T. ; the district sys- " in H
Treasurer of G. Britain
to George Canning.”
the west end, but got off without dam raised ¿he article fffty per cent. [In tern having been exchanged for a gen* rthought
and Ireland, and a
Under the head of Constantinople,
age.—The ship Pacific, Captain Rich formant not to be relied on—-shipments eral ticket system. The proclamation the pe<
Governor of the
July 10, it appears from various circum
ards, had also been ashore, and lost not to be recommended.] Among the of Gov. Troup will settle this point.
towns i!
Charter House,
stances that the Divan is already in
Ter rudder.—The gale lasted ten hours, motley crew I noticed one person
the Wtl
&c. &c.
formed that the Courts of London, Par
Accidents.—In Bethel, Sullivan Co, i —Shaw
and was more severe than any that age, who wore a remarkably martial
Born 11 th of Ap'ril, 1770.
is and Petersburgh will shortly take
had been experienced at St. Croix in appearance—being clad in a kind of N. Y. a young man entered a store and ¡51-Wi
Died Sth August, 1827.
measures to enforce their intervention.
forty years, Much damage was done military flannel gown. This effigy has carelessly handled a loaded gun Which |b»r>88
Under the-head of Vienna, August 2,
to the buildings on the plantations, and received the name of Gen. Jackson; went off and lodged the contents in the Mr.B
LATER FROM ENGLAND.
it is stated that the surrender of the
all the early part of the crops destroy and another that of Mr. Adams. Po arm of a lady in the store, which was Icongrei
Acropolis has greatly discouraged the
By arrivals at New York on Thurs ed.
litical travellers compare their merits much torn. Some of the shot also en. [tnctby
Greeks. The confusion is greater than day, [13th inst.J London papers were
At St. Thomas, as far as had been and claims, and speculate on their hopes tered the body of a young mam—A 1
ever. The new Greek government is brought, dated the 18th of August. learnt, little or no damage had been of surviving the approaching ordeal.
boy aged 13, was killed in Philadelphia,
daily expected at Napoli, where anar The funeral of Mr. Canning was at sustained.
A few poor animals have been col by swinging on the tail of a cart loaded [ The
chy is at its height. But few villages tended on the 15th. Though it was in
The gale had also been felt, at Porto lected, which are to stand on the sch’s. with bricks, which brought the whole
folk, k
on the Peloponnesus have submitted to tended to be private, a very great con Rico, but the extent of injury had deck, and separated by railings, but not load down upon him.—Bos. Pat.
the last
Ibrahim.
course assembled on the occasion, to not been ascertained’
otherwise confined. Among them are
jivar w'
Baron Wrangell, of the Russian cor shew their respect for the memory of
New York Gaz.
The Cat let out of the bag.—Mr. Noah,, (Bogota
a buffalo, a bear, a raccoon, and a fox,
vette Krotky, -has arrived at the Moth- the deceased. All the Cabinet Minis
—Three steam boats are to leave here remarking upon the neglect of the Ad [force ii
erbank from a voyage around the world ters attended, alftl Lord Goderich and
theirJforwli!
on Saturday the 8th, at nine o’clock, ministrationh party to 'patronize
i
THE TABLES TURNED.
in two years.
presses, cans it an error and an act of gisnarc
the Duke of Devonshire were extreme
which
have
already
names
of
persons
Mr. Editor—The opposition editors
The Egyptian fleet, of 63 sail, was to ly agitated. It is said.“ they sobbed
enough entered in their books, to fill injustice, and concludes with the follow«
sail from Alexandria about the 10th of audibly.” Many of the Nobility were have the folly to claim a majority of them. A friend has secured me a pas ing precious confession. “ The strong C
¡1er his
July for the Morea.—In the mean time, also present, and the Royal Dukes of about fifty for the Jackson party in the sage in the Chippewa, which will leave hope and expectation, that Gen. Jack- lencia ;
House
of
Representatives
of
the
next
the communication was kept up by the Clarence and Sussex. Mr. Canning’s
son will turn out bis enemies, andyut
Congress. To show them that they here at night, and is destined to tow the his friends in office, and, like the immon the inh
means of swift sailing ships of war.
son, present, was much affected. He
Michigan
as
far
as
the
foot
of
Grand
pngs,. <
have “reckoned without their host,”
tai Jefferson will cleanse the “ Augean
was supported by the Royal Dukes.
LIVERPOOL, AUG. 16.
will you please to publish the following Island, and then to abandon herP. S. "Sept 6th—A great number Stable,” are not among the few causes *
Royal Exchange, London, Tuesday Immense crowds of people, of all class statement of the probable strength of
night.—-Nothing that is stated in the es, were assembled about the late dwell parties in the House of Representatives? of strangers have arrived in Buffalo to which will give him an overwhelming k01.f0|[
____
BoA.Pal. Lws
Courier this evening, can be considered ing of the beloved minister, in the It will be found as near correct as any day, on their way to the Falls. The vote-”
at all official, and we can state from streets through which the procession calculation of the kind can be made Eagle Hotel (one of the best houses in
The Editor of the N. Y. Enquirer
the best authority that none of the new passed, and near the Abbey, where the when so many of the members elect this part of the country) is entirely fill
fs
itYYnnnr fl-.n
sets
it down ’among
the “ gigllS of the i^g Q;
body
was
carried.
“
The
scene
was
ed,
as
well
as
some
of
the
other
public
appointments or changes have been fi
are neutral or non-committed. We
nally arranged, nor perhaps will any most impressive. All was silence and have allowed the Jackson party a full houses; and every horse and every ve times” favourable to Gen? Jackson, from a:
thing be concluded until after Thurs tears.” The venerable Dean of West quota'of the neutrals. It will be seen hicle seem to be engaged for to-mor that the London Courier, the British [ed with
day, when the funeral of Mr. Canning minster read the burial service. While that the administration will have a ma row. It is supposed that half the in Government paper, is desirous that the pore ct
takes place, and after which day the the Dean was reading the service, the jority of twenty at least. On a vote by habitants of Buffalo will be at the General should take the place of Mr. jarknes
King is expected in town. According coffin was lowered into the vault.— states 14 will be found for Mr. Adams, Falls; and the same eagerness to wit Adams.—N. Y. Adv.
tolerant
to the current statements at he West Many took a final look at it, as it lay should the election of President come ness the sight is said to prevail in the
through
end of the town, the following nomina quietly in the tomb,
Two men named Park and Ander«liberty
1 before the House—although such an neighbouring towns. The crowd will
“ Where lurks no malice, where no envy'
probably be greater (and I hope more son were quarrelling recently near fight.
tions have been provisionally made.
event is Kot anticipated.
Lord Goderich, First4 Lord of the * Whereswells,
Adminis Oppo decent) than that lately assembled at Wallsburgh, Va. when the /former ¡entitled
grow no grudges, and where are no
Treasury.
J
J V* Ahey
A
are to be accom stabbed tine latter with a pitchfork and^e.daj
tration. sition. Albany. How
storms,
6 New-England,States,
38
1
modated in such a region, you can he died iii a short time.
The Duke of Portland, President of No noise, but silence and eternal sleep.”
fetters c
24
10
judge, when I tell you there are but
the Council.—His Grace has not yet
¡are iron
The day of the funeral of Mr. Can New-York,
5
three or-four large public houses in the
given his assent to the appointment, but ning in London, the windows of all the New-Jersey,
Mind your Punctuation.—A person ¡too that
vicinity, & very few habitations of any who was advertised some time since, in ket erne
Lord Goderich at, Windsor yesterday shops in Liverpool were shut; the flags Delaware, (member not chosen)
6
3
sort. The great mass, it is understood, a Virginia paper, was described as hav- frevilers
informed the King that he bad-no doubt of ships in port were half mast high ; Maryland,
Ohio,
12
2
will have to bivouac on Goat Island ing “ a nose that turned up in the mid- frill sho
the Duke would accept it.
and the bells tolled for many hours.
Indiana,
3
and the Canada shore, and should a die six feet high !! I”
Viscount Dudley and Ward, Secre
pertai
The new Ministry.—The King held a Missouri,
1
rainy night set in, there will be a wet
tary of State for Foreign Affairs.
——
I It see
1
2
time in these parts. The west side of
Mr. Huskisson, the Colonial De Court on the 17th, at Windsor palace. Louisiana,
Something, New.—An Augusta paJnBuen
Viscount
Goderich
kissed
his
Majesty
’
s
16
Pennsylvania,
10
Goat Island has been cleared of bushes, per advertises “ Milk of Roses, which iuence
partment.—As yet this is only in pro
7
5
to afford a clear view; and extensive not only softens the skin, but puts the pe sus
ject, and the Right Hon. gentleman has hands, on being appointed first Commis Kentucky,
8
1
tents or shanties have been erected, bloom of youth on age, which valuable Ilion.—j
himself expressed his desire not to be sioner or Lord of the Treasury. Mr. Tennessee,
5
17
furnished with a large stock of provis property every lady is fond of enjoyremoved from the Board of Trade. He Hei nes received the seals of office, as Virginia,
8
ions.
has positively declined becoming the Chancellor of the Exchequer. Lord North Carolina,
ing.”
9
With regard to the chance of any
leader of the Flouse of Commons, on Lansdown is to be Secretary of the South Carolina,
7
of the poor animals surviving the de
the ground that his health will not per Home Department. The Duke of Georgia,
INTEMPERANCE.
!
3
scent, I am glad to learn that two deer
mit him to takeso active and labourious Portland is expected to be the Presi- Alabama,
The Legislature of New-Hampshire, L
ident of the Board of Controul. Lord Mississippi,
1
were carried over the cataract last fall, at their last session, passed a law laying Ljne^
a part in the debates.
one of which escaped.
The Marquis of Lansdown the Home Wm. Bentick is Gov. General of India. Illinois,
a tax upon licenses for the sale of wines L
Secretary-ship, if his Lordship does not Lord Harrowby, it seems has declined
and spirits. . A town meeting was held | i f
the
Presidency
of
the
Board
of
Con118
91
Sept. 13.
consent to become President of the
in Portsmouth last week, at which It
Nat. Advocate.
Pirate Michigan.—We conversed was voted, to refund to the retailers L ’
Board of Trade, an office he is pecu troul. He was one of the late Cabinet
—It does not appear, why he is not one
with a passenger on board of the steam
liarly-qualified to fill.
Preparations for the descent of Niaga-> boat from Albany yesterday, who left the money received for this tax in
Mr. Arbuthnot First Commissioner at present. Lord Dudley and Ward
----- - But it is stated in a Dover yenez(j
continue, we suppose, Secretary for ra.—Extract of a letter from a corres Niagara Falls on la§t Saturday eve that town,
of Woods and Forests.
paper, that the Selectmen at Ports!1
Foreign
Affairs.
pondent
of
the
New-York
Daily
Ad

Mr. S. Bourne, Secretary for the
ning. He stated that the “condemned mouth have, after consulting counsel,I ■’ “We
The Russian fleet destined for the vertiser.
l from Be
Home Department, if the Marquis of
vessel” got loose from her mooring a declined returning the money in obedij
Mediterranean, was at Spithead the
hordif
BUFFALO, SEPT. 5.
Lansdown go to the Board of Trade.
little after the appointed time, and was ence to the vote.—-Bos. Adv.
At Black Rock to-day I saw the ves proceeding favourably until within about
peen re'
Mr. Herries, Chancellor of the Ex middle of August. It consists of eight
chequer. Endeavors are still making sail of the line, nine frigates and two sel they are preparing to launch over a mile of the edge of the fall, when
It is mentioned that the Hon. Mr.
to induce Mr. Tierney to take his place, corvetts. But it is said, that only a the Cateract of Niagara. She is the she struck against a rock with great Lloyd will reside in future, in Phil- ronstltu
and we know for a fact that Mr. Her part of this force will proceed to the largest schooner qn Lake Erie, being violence and c. /ried away both of her adelphia. We believe his principal in^ fUnts’
tons, burthen, indeed it masts. After this she tossed and rolled ducement is a change of climate far the k0oPs’
ries refused to accept it under Mr. Can Levant, and it is suggested, that the of about
ning, on the grounds that he did not British do not-apprbve of the whole fleet is owing to her size that she has been about violently in the rapids, (one of benefit of his health. The loss ofsorcu£|
consigned to this tremendous destruc the larger animals, the buffalo we be valuable a citizen is much regretted. Lve 1,
feel himself qualified for the ostensible going.
The state of Spain is still very alarm tion, as she draws too much water for lieve, making a comple and safe escape
part of the duties.
Cenfinel
1™
___
^entwei- F
¿that
ing, The discontented are numerous ; the harbours of the lake. I can hard from her,) and was finally precipitated
and in some places, they are armed, ly think there is a possibility of her over the great fall at the horse shoe.
Ann als of Salem.—Messrs. W. & S. Irvei £
The London Courier of the 16th ult. and commit great enormities. Portu sustaining the passage without being The sight is stated to have been a very
gives the following account of the or gal is represented as more quiet than it dashed in pieces, even before she reach interesting one, and was viewed by an B. Ives, of Salem, have just published a Lei?p
work, entitled the Annals of Salem, I A ■.
der in which the funeral procession of had lately been.
es the precipice. Other opinions how immense number of spectators.
from
its first settlement, by Joseph B. L? /
Lord Cochrane was at Paros, on the ever are entertained, particularly by
Mr. Canning moved :—
'
p
One of the Westminster Almsmen, 13th of July, from Alexandria. A the projector of this new7 species of
An Act has been passed by the cor
habited in black, with a blue cloth tu part of the Egyptian, attacked by the amusement. He feels confident that if
mt
*
Greek fleet, 18th of June, had arrived the wind should prove favourable, she poration of the City of Washington for
The crew of the sloop Polly, of New* »endes
nic, and holding a funeral staff.
at Modon. Ibrahim Pacha was at El will pass the rapids without injury, and creating a Stock, bearing an interest of buryport, charged with the murder of got pre'
Two mutes holding staves.
A mute, bearing a large black plume. lis preparing to traverse the gulph of may even endure the concussion Of the four per cent, irredeemable for thirty one Davis, in Portland harbour, have IheditFe
Six mutes, with staves, two and two. Lepanto. A large fleet was expected fall, as she will strike only on water, of years, to an amount adequate to satisfy been examined before Mr. Justice toys the
to leave Egypt for the Morea, in a few immense depth, and in a state of agit the judgment of the Supreme Court, in Woart, and committed for safe keeping leased
THE BODY,
lined tc
Borne on shoulders without pall bear days. General Church has divided ation. Experiments have been made favor of Chastian Clark, to pay the till removed to Maine for trial.
great
prize
of
a
hundred
thousand
dol

his
forces
into
small
corps,
and
occu

Newburyport
Herald,
pence i
ers, or supporters. Immediately fol
which are considered as establishing
fclotnb]
----- lowing the coffin as chief mourners, pies the defiles of Thermopylae and the fact, that there is a channel through lars in Gillespie’s Lottery. The decis
came the Dukes of Clarence and Sus the mountains of Phocis, to prevent the rapids, of sufficient depth ,to allow ion of the Supreme Court is one of the
The six men brought from Newbury- Ipkan
sex, and between their Royal High provisions from reaching the Ottoman the safe passage of a vessel of thio size. hardest cases that ever occurred to a port to this town on Friday last, charg- p
nesses the youngest son of Mr. Can Porte. Colocotroni occupies a milita
Some will be ready to regard such corporate body. Another act was ed with the murder of Davis, were taken p beer
ning. On the right of the Duke of ry line from Argos to the Isthmus of an exhibitor) as a childish amusement. passed appropriating one million of before the Municipal Court of Portland Mielk
Sussex, was the Duke of Portland. Corinth, to interrupt* the intercourse 1 must confess that I do not regard it dollars for Subscription of Stock in the for examination, and, nothing material priori
The other mourners then followed— between the Turkish forces. There R in that light in my own case—it is not Chesapeak and Ohio Canal.
appearing in the evidence adduced a- arious
First, the Marquis of Clanricarde, then little prospect, that the Porte will con a vain curiosity that attracts me. Had
gainst them, were acquitted by the F in <
the Lord Chancellor, Lord Goderich, sent to the interference of the Europe a mass of uprooted trees, or a field of An enormous squash, weighing 94 pounds, Judge on Saturday to return to theij? Rded
is now exhibiting in Charleston, ir the vicin
the Duke of Devonshire, the Marquis an Powers,
ice been about to descend the Niagara, ity of which it was raised.
1 friends and home.?,
.
Argus.
po

roimisiM raws
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I must confess suspicions are pretty t An application fer a mandamfis against the

strong, yet, if it is so it is confined to di
Pai’tl2an, ts*. :
plomatic circles. Many circumstances
?n. °Pen titksL
18S7. would induce a belief that she wished
s18 Ae pai E.TtmBAT SEFT.
a controling influence on the Main, and
th*iïëlæctïôn:
NcPtw fad
tothund
|ov. Lincoln, retains the Gubernatorial the position of her island settlements
.,
r‘ ' fair, by the almost unanimous voice of the and' the immense fortifications now
,Ge^ralpJple.
building upon the island; of Curacoa,
y a jpurjurAn Kennebec County, Reuel Williams, supposed to be done by British funds
■ in a Vote fonjnua Cushman and Nathan Cutler-are e- and under British orders, squints a little
1 the rigfejed to the Senate of this State.
towards one day or other saying to the
U
haneji. pi Somerset, Samuel Weston, is re-elected inhabitants of the Main, you must only,
of the settfu ^arSe majority.
by my permission, cultivate the earth,
¡1 Penobscot, Samuel Parsons, is elected or spread your canvass upon these
—
a large majority,
seas.”
ja papers areF1 Oxford, no opposition was made to the
?tber thesucc5^lection
Washburn and John
CAPE HAYT1EN.
ober to C« f>vcrA letter from Cape Haytien of the
general tic« r Lincoln, Messrs. Herrick, Richardson,
21§t August published in the Philadel
District wh' li anau^ an^ Miller, are probably elected.
phia Palladium, contains the following:
'• 5 the distr ' towns rema^ to be heard from,
44 As respects the present state of com
hano-prl f ln Hancock, the result is uncertain. It is
The nr I
that no choice will be effected by merce it is most gloomy—the loss on
, P Oclaßl people. The result of the votes in 20 American cargoes will be Ad. Three
-ttle this poim^
ims is given in the Castine American, of voyages wind up the capital.
The British Consul General left here
| 14th inst.
Hathaway,
SullivalL.,,
_viz.»..........
ll&.„ 685—Hall, 562
haw, 402—Hutchings, 175—Hazeltine, this morning for England, without tak
?
j astoi{|i_WaiTeu, 85—Pierce, 128—Pond, 142— ing leave of the President—nothing is
loaded gunfor, 88—Scattering, 42.
done now with England—the Consul
s^ore001?^1"’ Butman , is elected Representative to I was disgusted with the country, and
f th \ | Fsgres^from Somerset and Penobscot Dis- the administration of it, and expressed
e Shot al$jL
a handsome majority.
his views publicly—What all this will
end
in time will shew.”
rai,lk
iHofacrti
FR0M LAGUIRA.

>roughttrfh1e .s'h' M°nroe> arrived at Nort_ B0S'Pai fc, left Laguira on the 26th ult. By
t last accounts from Carthagena, Boleba<y
—
M
U
r was at
P^ace on h*s way t0
e bag.'
neglect oftaS°ta- .Gen*. P“z ,was, e“b“<hing. «
o patronize lce m
neigbbornood of Valencia,
.PM., n i ‘ what purpose was not ascertained.
LLhkf^lnaro, the celebrated Chief of the
on cyk^dMits, had a considerable force und
P sJr his command in the vicinity of Va’ ‘ ' ■ e jicia ; they bad made a descent on
i
- f inhabitants there, burnt their dwel’ ’
tie!igs, carried away their cattle, and
tnse the“<^tted otfaer aJ0-cities.
.
ag ie ew »phe extract of a letter received at
an
from Laguira, given below,
os ’Tows some light on the unhappy iitu“
—
bn of Colombia. It is indeed, a lafey'. Stable circumstancethattheinhabie signsoi,ntsof that country, so lately freed
^en* pm a foreign yoke, should be distractirier, the h, w;tj1 intestine divisions.—Yet what
s desirous thal)re can be expected from the mental
the placeiir]-ness? caused by that religious inerance which pervades the land,
*—
’ough which the rays of the sun of
Park and Jgerty can pierce only with a dubious
ng rectify ht. The people of that country are
rhen the fcitled to our sympathy, and we hope
th a pitches day to see them as free frot|s the
e.
ters of Spanish priestcraft as they
? from Spanish Kingcraft. We trust
afwn.—A pt) that the character of Bolivar will
ome tirnesind emerge from the cloud in which his
described ashlers have^enveloped it, and that .he
ted up jn theJl show a true claim to the title “ El
bertador.”
It Seems that in Colombia, as well as
-An Au'<#Buenos Ayres and Brazil, British ip*
k of Roses,nience is suspected, and we believe
skin, but puts5 suspicion is not without foundae, which
—Bos. Pat.
is fend of eij
LAGUIRA, AUG. 22, 1827.
‘
(
“ This department, since the departRANCE. e of BQhVar on the sixth of last month
New-Hamp. Bogota, via Carthagena, has re
used alawla^^j entirely quiet; yet every dis>r the sale of«!sitjon js evinced of hostility, by words
meeting wfly? .against the Liberator and his de¿eek, at whiles, while exercising the extraordito the iwTy powers assumed under the con
fer this- Nation in calming the disturbances of
stated in Venezuela.
ctmen at
have news up to the 10th July
□suiting c01]Sm Bogota, which states that the ex- money m^ordinary powers of Bolivar have
i5. Adv.
,en revoked and every disposition to
jSist the Bolivian party, if hostile to the
it the H°fenstitution. Bolivar, from the last acfuture, in ?unts? wps at Carthagena with 6000
e his princippops, Urdanita, from Maracaibo,.at
of climatefyjcuta with 2000 more. I cannot be. The ’oSS)ve there is a disposition to create an
nuch regFttW(ernai war, yet by many it is belfevCe?ihi®[ tjiat Bolivar’s views have been to
bvert the constitution and establish a
Messrs. Wvernment of more consolidated powe just publics. This department appears to be
Annals of ^cidedly for a confederacy of states
at, by Jos^jon the principle of the United States.
The Congress have ffxed the calling
_ w
a general Convention for March next,
noip, off endeavor, if an open rupture should
'»h the
Previ°usbr laKe
to settle all
■d harhourj6 differences of the country. Report
J
^r, iys that the Liberator is tod much dis,°pe fg^ased at the Congress, and was deterf • trab
t0 march ogmnst it, in conse101 ' t jMlence of their order to the citizens of
trypor
slombia not to obey any other authorj than the orders and laws in Conht froffl^eif ess. A proclamation to this effect
riday last’ >is been made in Maracaibo.-—I canDavis,werebelieve that Bolivar, with hostile
Court of retentions, will oppose the .Congress,
nothing Rarfeus reports for some months have
ence a^jen in circulation of the supposed or
jcquitted Tended interference of Great Britain
to return t°The political affairs of this country.

A letter of the 5th luly, in reference
to affairs between the Brazils and Bue
nos Ayres, says
44 The copy of a Treaty not ratified,
but rejected, is enclosed.”
MOBILE, AUG. 25.

iTe health of Mobile this season
has probably never been surpassed by
any summer’since the change of flags.
In July there were but eleven deaths ;
and up to this time in August, only sev
en. These include all ages and col
ours.”
The New-Orleans Mercantile Adver
tiser of the 21st ult. says-"-44 About for
ty persons have been buried in this city
within the last seven days; a mortality
which is nearly double the general av
erage among this population. From
the 14th to the 18th, eight deaths by
yellow fever were announced.

trustees of a presbyterian church in Balti
more, has been decided in favor of the trus
tees. Rev. Mr. Duncan, therefore, retains
his pulpit with the approbation of the trus
tees, but in opposition to the wishes of the
synod. Mr. Duncan's crime was, that he
would have no creed but the bible.'

The new Unitarian Church in Framing
ham is to be dedicated this day. Sermon by
KENNEBUNK, SEPTEMBER TL
the Rev. Mr. Ware of this city.
lioston Gazette of Sept. 20.
entered.
Sept. 14—Brig Richmond Packet,- Fraiier,
Gerand C. Brandon, has been elected Gov
Boston.
ernor of the state of Mississippi.
15—Brig Volant, Stone, from Mayagüez,
Antediluvian Mumies.—Two mumies of with Sugars, to Stone & Fairfield.
Brig Cadmus, White, from New-York, in
the Gounches, male and female, have lately ballast.
been brought from the Island of Teneriffe
Brig Leonidas, Ward, Boston, with 150
(to England) and appear to have belonged to
Salt, to Smith & Porter.
the primitive people of the Atlantides, of' hhds.
Sch. Lewis, Webber, Boston.
which the Canary Islands are the relics,
CLEARED.
which escaped the great catastrophe which
Sept. 14—Brig Com. Preble, Merrill, Hay
overwhelmed that Continent. Their pecu
liar method of preservation, by being envel ti.
18— Sloop Mary, Perkins, Boston.
oped in a disembowelled state in bull’s hides,
19— BrigEyder, Merrill, New-Orleans.
confirm the account given of them by Plato.
'They are in a fine state bf preservation, con
Arrived, at the bar on Wednesday last sch.
sidering that they existed previously to the Washington, of this port, Brown mastei’,
deluge, 4000 years ago.
from Boston. The weather being bad they
attempted towing her in, but the towline
Tennessee.—Gen. Samuel Houston parting they let go her anchors near the
has been elected Governor- Gen. fishing rocks, when the gale increasing she
parted one of her cables ; the other held till
Cannon was the opposing candidate.
Thursday morning, when a number of enter
prising gentlemen from Kennebunk and Kennebunk-port
who feeling more for the safety
The Legislature of New York con
vened at Albany 11th inst. it being an of others than their own danger, went to
their assistance at the iminent risk of their
extra session.
lives, carrying with them a chain cable and
anchor—after assisting to secure the vessel
We know of many persons quite ardent in in the best manner possible, they took the
their zeal to suppress the use, while they master and crew 017 shore with them, leaving
continue the sale, of ardent spirits. To all the vessebto the 'mercy of the wind ana
such we recommend the practice of the waves, considering the stay of the crew on
Quakers, who never sell ardent spirits of any board as perilous, and without the queans of
kind , and we also recommend to their no affording the vessel any material assistance
tice and imitation the following advertise in promoting her safety.
ment, from the Plymouth, (Mass.) Memori
We learn this morning, (Friday) that she
al.—JSos. Statesman.
has rode out the gale and that they have
hoarded her and found all as when left yes
“ NO MORE RUM !
“ I. & E. MOR TON, inform their custom terday, and that they are preparing to get
ers and the public, that they have for sale her in.
their usual assortment of necessary articles,
MEMORANDA.
commonly sold at a country store, except
Saco, Sept. 14—Ar. schrs. Maine, Nason,
ardeYit spirits. That prolific mother of mis Providence; Marcia, March, Warren ; Ab
eries, that giant foe to human happiness, igail, Leavitt, New-York; Enterprize, Gillshall no longer ha\ e a dwelling under their patrick, Bristol; 15th, sch. Ossipee, Em
roof.”
mons, Warren.
Gazette Office, Salem, Sept. 18.—Ar. brig
THE EVENING BULLETIN.
Ann, Barry, of Danvers, 08 days from St.
Messrs. Wm. L. Lewis and James Ubes. Lett, Aug. 9, brig Orestes, Nason,
F. Howe propose to publish in this city Kennebunk, same day.
At St. rl homas, Aug. 19th, brig Ulysses,
a daily evening paper to be issued at 4
of Boston, lor Porto Rico, in a few days.

o’clock, P. M. under the above title.
Its politics are to be neutral, and, to
to bring it within the reach of all clas
ses, it is to be printed on a demi sheet.
The terms of subscription are $5 if paid
half yearly in advance, and $6 if pay
ment be delayed. A publication of
WASHINGTON, SEPT. 1 1.
this kind will probably find a good sup
Mr. Cucheval arrived in this city on port in this city.—Boston Pat.
Saturday last from Sweden, via Eng
land, with a treaty recently concluded
MELANCHOLY ACCIDENT.
at the Court of Stockholm between the
We understand that n Mrs. Wright,
United Statesand the Kir*^g of Sweden
and Norway, and with despatches from wife of Mr.—-—Wright, of Windsor,
Mr. Gallatin. We have understood was killed on Saturday in a very extra
that the new treaty is not a mere revi ordinary manner. She being in a
val or continuation of former treaties, chamber, the floor of which was laid
but that it embraces the liberal princi with loose boards, approached towards
ple of navigation of which the first ex the end of a board near the chimney,
ample was given during the present Ad which either broke or gave way be
ministration, in the treaty with the Cen neath her, when she fell in a perpendic
tral Republic, and that it also places ular direction upon the handle of a
the navigation of the United States on churn that was standing on the hearth
the same footing with that of Sweden below, which entered the body and
and Norway in their intercourse with was forced by her weight into her vi
their colony of St. Bartholomesw’s, and tals. She survived but a very short
in the intercourse between the colony time.—Gardiner Paper.
and the United States.—-Intel.
HTMEWBAZ«.
The Secretary of the Navy has re
turned to the city from his visit to the
Virginia Springs for the benefit of his
health.—lb.

PROVIDENCE, SEPT. 19.
United States ship Natchez.—We
have been politely permitted to peruse
a letter written by an officer of the Uni
ted States Ship Natchez, dated at Ha
vana, Aug. 31, addressed to a gentle
man of this town. From the letter it
appears that the Natchez experienced
the tremendous gales, which recently
visited the Southern coast. In the gale
of the 19th ult. she lost her main and
mizen top gallant masts, besides many
of her sails and some rigging, and sev
eral seamen, who were blown from the
yards. The Natchez was thrown upon
her beam ends, and, whilst in this situ
ation, made much water. She was to
sail, as soon as repaired, for the south
side of the Island of Cuba.

The President of the United States has re
cognised Walter de Lacy and John S. M’Kim
as Portuguese Vice Consuls, the former for
Virginia and the latter for Maryland.

John Bull in America.—The travels of
the Honorable Lieutenant De Roos, of the
R. N. in the United States has reached a
third edition in London ! although, (as ap
pears from the dates in the very book itself)
the honorable gentleman was within our ter
ritorial limits but sixteen days and a half,,
two thirds of which were passed in eating,
sleeping, riding and sailing, leaving one
third, namely, Jive days and. one six.th of a
dayjov observation’ It is from such silly
and impudent farragoes that their occasion
al abuse of this country is drawn by some
trans-atlantic reviewers and other scribblers.
However, it is but just to say, that the sensi
ble portion of the English people are in no
respect influenced by such testimonies as
these, in their estimate of our character and
manners.

N 1?. Statesman.

PROBATE

Sch. Moses BensOn, from Saco for Rich
mond, with her cargo, was totally lost on the
26th ult. on ship shoal, near Chincoteague ;
crew saved—do insurance.
Sch. Gov. Parris, Chisholm, 21 days from
Cape Hayti, ar. at Wilmington,. N. C. 31st
ult. with loss of foretopmast, spars, rigging,
decks swept, &c. In the gale, 50 miles south
of Cape Fear, saw a large sch. or brigantine,
with loss of foremast and water logged—the
men at the mainmast heUcl waived for assist
ance, but could not render them any.
The sch. Mary, Thomas, from Thomas
ton for New York, with 500 casks lime,
struck on a rock at Hell Gate, 6th inst. part
ly filled with water, caught fire, and was
burnt to the water’s edge, and sunk in about
fifteen fathoms water. Part of the sails and
rigging were saved.

Sale at Auction.
gT]|N Monday, the
twenty-second
day of October next,
at one o’clock, P. M.
on the premises, a lot
of Timber and Wood
LAND, situated in Wells, belonging to the
estate of William Littlefield, and adjoining
land of James Staples, Josias Littlefield and
others.
Said Land will be sold in lots to suit-purr
chasers. Terms made known at the time
and place of Sale.
WILLIAM COLE.
Hells, Sept. 29,1827.

For Sale.
A HIGH decked Vessel, aMARRIED—In Alfred, on the second inst.
one hundred and ten
tons, built the present season, of
by Rev. Henry Smith, John T. Paine, Esq.
the best materials, by Mr. Wil
Attorney at Law, of Shapleigh, to Miss Ma
•
ry E. R. eldest daughter of Jeremiah Good liam bartiett.
Said Vessel is now ready to be launched
win, Esq. of Alfred.
In Dover, on Tuesday evening last, Mr. and will be sold low. Apply to
Clement Mendum, of this town, to Miss
7^,7 e
WILLIAM GOOCH.
Wells, Sept. 17, 1827.
Lydia Roberts, of Somersworth.
In Newfield, Capt. John Pease, of Parsonsfield, to Miss Hannah Mason, of N.
At Washington City, Lieut. Alexander G.
Gorden, of th$ U. S. Navy, to Miss Aw«auda
ANTED at this office in payment for
Wentworth.
,
CORN, WHEAT, RYE,
BU I I ER and CHEESE, but more particu
larly
OBJTUABY.
ALSO—in the course of si^ or eight
weeks, two barrow PIGS, weighing fromoO
to 75.pounds each.
It is hoped that all who have not paid up
for their papers to the first of June last, will
in the course of this and the month of Octo
ber next, attend to it, and we assure them
that such attentions will be respectfully re
ceived and cheerfully credited to the accounts
of such individuals as are so polite as to wait
DIED—In this town, on Saturday last, an on us for that purpose.
infant child of Mr. Charles Wolcott, a Kennebunk Gazette Office, Sept. 22,1827.
ged 15 days.
In Limington, 16th inst. Mrs. Sarah Rog
ers, aged 97.
In Buxton, Mr. Abraham P. Mason, aged
21.
mmediately, two smart, active young
in Eliot, Miss Elizabeth Hanscom, aged
ment0 follow the business of peddling.
!7.
PORTER & HILLARD.
In Danville, Vt. 10th inst. Mr. Benjamin
Kennebunk, Sept. 21, 1827.
Smith, aged 79.

Notice.

of Probati
. Alfred
Unn and for the Cl
•k, on th
fr st Tuesday of Sep, ber,in th e year ó
r Lord eighteen hitr ■kda-nd
bn
Q N the petition of ABIGAIL BAQHEL4
D ER, adm i ni st rat ri x of th b c si
Josh ua BaChelder, Tatb of Sanford, in s:
coun ty, deceased, repress ng tl
?’e pi
sônal esta
I decea;
is w
fficif
to pay th<e just d )ts whit he <
timé of h is
i deatl- by the
dollars a
hnd pray:
a license 1 i sell and cönv sd much of t
real estât» of said depeaSt is ma
nec<
sary for fl ï payment of s: debti nd in
dental ch raes :
ORDERED—That the petitioner
“t it ioh er ggive no
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and
all persons interested in said estate, by caus
ing a copy of this order to bd published in the
Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kennebunk,
in said county, three weeks successively, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to bq
hqlden at Kennebunk, in shid county, on the
third Monday in October, next at ten of the
clqck in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said petition
should not be granted.
JONAS CLARK, Judge of said Court
A true copy—Attest/
WM. CU TTER ALLEN, Reefr.
Sept. 15.

At a Coùrt of Probate held at Alfred^ with-*
in and for the County bf Yor^, on thefirst
Tuesday in September, in the year of our
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-seven,
^.ALLY NASON, administratrix of the
K7 estate of Thomas Nason, late of San
ford, in said county, deceased, having pre
sented her account of administration of thé
estate «f said deceased, for allowance :
ORDERED, That the said administra
trix give potice to all persons interested by
causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
Gazette,printed at Kennebunk, in said coun
ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court'
to be held at Alfredx in said county," on the
first Tuesday in January next, at ten of thé
cle^k in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
they have why the same should not be allow
ed.
JONAS CLARK, Judge,
A true Copy—Attest,
WM. C. ALLEN, Reg^r,
Sept 15.

At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, with
in and for the. County of York, on the first
Tuesday of September in the year of our
Lord eighteen Hundred and twenty-seven.
the pétition of OLIVE EMMONS/
administratrix of the estate of Abra
ham Émmons, late of Lyman, in said county,
deceased, representing that the personal es
tate of said deceased is not sufficient to pay.
the just debts which he owed at the time of
his death, by the sum of two hundred and
forty-six dollars and fifty-six cents and pray
ingfora license to seil and convey so much
of the real eState of said deceased a smay be
necessary for the payment of said debts and
incidental charges :
ORDERED,—That thé petitioner give no
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
and to all persons interested in said estate, by
causing a copy of this order to be published
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne
bunk in said county, three weeks Successive
ly, that they may appear at a Probate Çourt
to be holden at Kennebunk, in said county
on the third Monday in October next, at
ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
cause, if any theÿ have, Why the prayer of
said petition should not bé granted.
JONAS CLARK, Judge of said Court.
A true Copy—Attest,
WM. CUI' 1ER ALLEN, Reg'r.
Sept. 15.
At a Court of Probate holden at A Ifred,with
in and for the County of York, on thefirst
Tuesday of September, in the year oj ouf
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-seven.
JT&N the petition of Thomas Savage, administrator of the estate cf Joshua
Grant, late of York, in said county, deceased,
representing that the personal estate of said
deceased is not sufficient to pay the just
debts which he owed at the time of his death
by the sum of fifty-seven dollars and thirtynine cents, and praying for a further license
to sell and convey so much of the real estate
of said deceased a-smay be necessary for the
payment of said debts and incidental charges :
ORDERED, that the petitioner give notice
thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and to:
all persons interested in said estate, by caus
ing a copy of this order to be published irt
the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne
bunk, in said county, three weeks successive
ly, that they may appear at Probate Court
to be holden at York, in said county, on the'
first Tuesday in November next at ten
of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause*
if any they have, why the prayer of said pe
tition should not be granted.
JONAS CLARK, Judge of said Court.
A true Copy—Attest,
WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg'r.
Sept. 8.

HRE

W

Wanted

I

Bmtk NTotice.
T

<8?

W’OS. G. MOODY Agent for the Protec
tion Insurance Company of Hartford*
Conn, offers to insure HOUSES, S TORES,
MILLS, FACTORIES, BARNS and the
contents of ench, together with- every other
similar species of property,

Against Loss or Damage by

iFire»

The rates ot premium are as low as of any
other similar institution in the country.
Kennebunk, Sept. 15.

To
HE Subscriber intends going to BOS

TON early in October, and conse
Tquently
money is an indispensable article^ he

wishes those physicians and others indebted
to him to make payment previous to that
time.
JOHN LILLIE.
September 15

Suicide.—Mr. Lewis Jennings, of Leeds,
a.ged about 30, hung himself in his barn, on
Sunday evening last. He was a man in easy
HE Stockholders of the KENNEBUNK
circumstances, and no apparent misfortune
BANK are hereby notified that their
had happened to cloud his days, and lead him
to commit the rash deed. The act appear annual meeting for choice of Directors will
ed to have been pre-meditated, as he had said, be held at said Bank, on Monday, the first
1~^AY & Martin*» & Warren’s. BLACKon the day before, at his table, that he was day of October next, at 3 o’clock, P. M.
ILF ING warranted genuine—for, sale by
By order of the President and Directors.
not long for this world. He had been for
H. CLARK, CasKr.
the dozen or single bottle at
some weeks in a melancholy state.
J. K REM1CH’ Bookstore..
Sept. 14,1827,
Hallowell Adv.

Blackings

44 Sincerity is that lovely and exalt- j
«BAN»STATE
ed virtue which disdains to hold any',
other language than that of the heart. j
If we adhere,strictly to it in prosperity |
it will secure to us friends, who in ad-j For the benefit of a bridge at Sullivan Ferry
versify will not forsake us. Many per TO BE DRAWN AT THE TOWN HALL IN PORT
sons who wish t&be thought sincere, dis
LAND,
play a bluntnesstjf manner, & under the
On
the
3d
Oct.
at three tfclock.
pretence of being candid, expo.se the
failings of their friends and acquaint-'
ance. But this is the indulgence of an
KINDRED. HEARTS.
4 PRIZES $1000 IS $4000
ill-natured disposition, and is very dif
BY MRS. HEMANS.
$800
$200
ferent from that pure disposition, which,
4
OH ! ask not, hope thou not too much,
while it scorns dissimulation itself, is
$800
$100
8
Of sympathy below ;
$400
$25
Few arc the hearts whence one same touch willing to throw the mantle of charity
16
over the failings of others. Sincerity
bids the same fountain flow ;
600
15
40
Few—and by still conflicting powers
tends to promote and strengthen our
840
7
Forbidden here to meet;
virtues, regulate our temper, and is it 120
Such ties would make this life of oiirs
4800
4
self a source of happiness. How dif- 1200
Too fail- for aught so fleet.
erent are the feelings of the open and
It may be that thy brother’s eye
$12,240
candid
man, whose words and actions 1392 Prizes.
Sees not as thine, which turns
T
ickets
H
alves
^--Q
uarters
bi
point
out
his
real
sentiments
and
his
In such deep reverence to the sky,
Eighths 6© cts.
Where the rich sunset burns:
true purposes, from the dark and de
Tickets and parts In a great variety of
It may be that the breath of spring,
ceitful man, whose actions are dubious, numbers
Born amidst violets lone,
for ' e at
and
whose
thoughts
and
intentions
are
REMICH’S Bookstore.
A rapture o’er thy soul can bring,
Persons
holding prize Tickets in the former
A dream to his unknown.
unknown save to himself. The insin
classes of the Cumberland and Oxford Canal
cere man is rendered uncomfortable, bj Lottery,
The tune that speaks of other times—
have an opportunity to exchange
the necessity of being always on the them. *
A sorrowful delight !
The melody of distant climes,
Kennebunk, Sept. 14, 1827.
alert, lest he betray his feelings. But
The sound of waves by night ;
the
sincere
person
needs
no
disguise;
he
The wind that with so many a tone,
One Cent Reward
walks in a straight path, §corns to speak
Some chord within can thrill, —
These may have language all thine own,
the language, of insincerity, and every
To him a mystery still.
one may understand him.”
an AW AY from the subscriber an in

THH WBEATH.

LOTTERY,

To’ the Honourable Justices of the Court of
Common Pleas, holden at York, within
and for the County of York, on the last
Tuesday of May, A. D. 1827.
jOESPECTFULLY represents William
IhL Durgin, of Newfield, in the County of
York, Gentleman, that, he is seized in fee
and in common, of one undivided third part
of 'a certain tract of land with the appurte
nances lying in said Newfield, 8c bounded as
follows, to wit. Westerly by the road which
leads from Thomas Smith’s, in Newfield, to
Parsonsfield, North by land of Zebulon Lib
by, Easterly by land of Enoch Straw, and
Southerly by land of Thomas Smith Jun.
That your Petitioner is seized of the same
undivided third part in common with
John Thompson, James Thompson, Robert
Thompson, jun. and Stephen Thompson, and
others unknown.—He therefore prays-that
his third part may be assigned, and set off to
him, to hold in severalty subject to any right
of dower in the premises.described.
WM. DURGIN.
By JOHN HOLMES, hisAtfy.

' Farm for Sale
’WTIOR sale a fine farm situai

Ji? on the Post Road leading'
Saco, about three in ile s from M
nebunk-Port, and two miles fJ
Kennebunk.—This farm contains about &
enty acres and as to quality is not exceed!
in town ; it never fails in crops of J
wheat, corn and potatoes. This farm hasl
so qualities in water privileges-—there J
two mill privileges, and mills might be ¡J
and made profitable; the stream 3
through the Whole length of the farnj
There are two fine springs within eight J
of the house, and a good well of water why
eight feet of the wood-house.—The dwelll
house is two stories, twenty by thirty fe|
three quarters finished—it has a good celli
and a large arch with many other convej
ences ; Thè barn is thirty by thirty six
a large shed and is in complete repair,’
'
the materials, consisting of Carts, Sul
Harrow, Ploughs, Chaise, Slays, &c. &c.J
be obtained with the farm, together with'ti
stock, if desirable.
thi

a

STATE OF MAINE.
—ALSO—
me
York, ss. At the Court of Common Pleas,
A
lot
of
land
situated
on the old Post Roaj
ar
begun and holden lit York, within andfor
. the County of York, on the last Tuesday near John Seavey’s arid Daniel Patten’j!
Tl:
land, containing about fifty acres.—Therej
ofMay,A.bA^7.
syi
N the foregoing Petition, the Court or a fine pasture joining the road, of abouti
tío’
der that the Petitioner give notice ef twelve acres, and the same stream of G
said Petition by causing an attested copyter
of runs through this that runs through til is <
the same and this order thereon, to.be pub other farm ; the rest of the lot is woodland!
lished in the Kennebunk Gazette printed at and would make a snug little farm. . |
Kennebunk, three weeks successively and by
ALSO,
causing the said John Thompson, James
One acre and a half of salt Marsh, situates ■
Thompson, Robert Thompson Jun. and Ste on the north branch of Batsin’s river.
phen Thompson, each to be served with an
Possession may be had in October next?
attested copy of the same, the last of said the whole of the above farm and lot will JI
publications and said services to be thirty exchanged for the amount in navigation »
dented apprentice,by the name of Ed davs at least before the term of this Court to property in either of thè villages. For term
Yet scorn thou p.dt for this, the true
he'holden at Alfred in and for the County of apply tó the proprietor.
ward Donieza-AII persons are forbid har
And steadfast love of years ; .
FILIAL DUTY.
on the third Tuesday of October next,
THOMAS S. PERKINS
bouring or trusting said boy on my. account, York,
The kindly that from childhood grew,
There is no virtue that adds so no as I shall pay no debts of his contracting— that all persons interested may then and there
Kennebunk-Port, July 12, 1827.
'
The faithful to thy tears !
w cause, if any they have, why the pray
ble a charm to the finest traits of beau and all persons are hereby forbid employing she
If there be one that o’er the dead
er of said Petition should not be granted.
Hath in thy gi'ief borne part,
S the public might have an,jS«preKiJ
ty, as that which exerts itself in watch said boy as they would avoid the penalty oí Attest—FERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
And watched through sickness by thy bed— ing over the tranquility of an aged pa the law.
that my third would be aiiSbjeaicJ
A true Copy of said Petition and order there
BENJAMIN
DAY.
.
to any in wishing to purchase^ foe aboi!
Call his a kindred heart.
on.
rent. There are no tears that give so Kennebunk, August 24, 1827.
property, all doubt upon that head ¿¡may J
Attest—JERE. BRADBURY. Clerk.
. But if those bonds all perfect made,
for,
noble a lustre to the cheek of innocence OpHE Liberal Preacher, for SeptemAu gu st 18.__________ _____________ " , removed as I am ready to give my acquitak!
Wherein bright spirits blend,
any
purchaser.
wo
as the tears of filial sorrow.
a ber, is received and ready for delivery
Like sister flowers of one .sweet shade,
To the Hon ourable Justices of the Court of
MARY PERK'INSJ ■ ent
to subeuribers.
Julian's Letters.
With the same breeze that bend,
Common Pleas, begun and holden at York,
The Baptist Magazine, for September,
For that full bliss of thought allied,
gio
within and for the County of York, on the
is received af
Never to mortals given—
aio
last
Tuesday
of
May,
A.
JJ.
1827.
J. K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
Oh ! lay thy lovely dreams aside,
^TJMBLY shew, Aaron Hamilton, of
Kennebunk, Sept. 8, 1827.
Or lift them unto heaven.
Shapleigh, in the county of York, aTHE undersigned having been appointed
LL persons indebted to the subscribe ■
foresaid, Yeoman, and Lydia Hamilton his
by the Hon. Jonas Clark, Judge of
afle requested to make immediate pay
wife, in her right, Abigail Leavitt of said
the
Probate,
for
the
County
of
York,
Com

mentj and all persons having accounts again!
SONG.
Shapleigh, widow, Andrew Haley, of said
go
missioners to receive and examine the claims
DEAREST love believe me,
Shapleigh, Esquire and Betsey Haley, his me are requested to present them for paj
of the creditors to the estate of
see
ment.
THOMAS S. PERKINS,
Though all else depart,
wife
in
her
right,
and
Abigail
Hasty
of
York,
THOMAS RiCKER,
Kennebunk-port, Aug. 18,1827.
Hhds< W. I. Rum,
Nought shall e’er deceive thee
aforesaid, single woman, that they are seized
late of Berwick, in said County, Tanner, de
In this faithful heart,
in fee simple, and as tenants in Common of
ceased, intestate, and the term < f six month
2 do. Santa Cruz, do.
Beauty may be blighted
and in certain Real estate, situated in the
is allowed unto the said Creditors for bring
Youth may pass away ;
County of York, and bounded as follows, to
50 do. St. Ubes Salt.
ing
in
their
claims
and
proving
their
debts.
—
But the vows we plighted
wit, one tract, lying in the town of Yoik, on
20 Bls. first quality Flour.
Hereby
give
notice
that
we
will
attend
that
Ne’er shall know decay.
Just received by
the Easterly side of the road, leading from
service at the dwelling House of James
For sale by
Doughty’s Falls, to York Court House, and
Woodsom, in said Berwick, on the last Sat
GREENOUGH & BODWELL.
Tempests may assail us
GREENOUGH & BODWELL,
is bounded Northeasterly by land set off to
urday of this and on the last Saturdays oi
From Affliction’s coast ;
Kennebunk, August 17, 1827.
August 17,1827,
the heirs of Amos Hasty, Southeasterly by
■the five following months, from two to five
Fortune’s breeze may fail us
Joseph Emery’s land, Southwesterly by said
o’clock in the afternoon.
When we need it most ;
Joseph Emery’s land, and by the Highway,
SAMUEL.
Fairest hopes may perish ;
JOSEPH PRIME, b Commissioners
by Nathaniel Walker’s land
WILLIAM SMITH. $ Commissioners.
OULD inform the Gentlemen of Ken Southwesterly
Firmest friends may change
thirty acres more or less.
nebunk and its vicinity, that he has' containing
Berwick, Sept. 10th, 1827.
But the love we cherish
Also one other tract of land, situate in said
tafe.cn the shop lately occupied by Mr. James
Nothing shall estrange.
York, and bounded as follows, viz. Northeast
L. <oss, where he carrys on the
erly by said road, and Southerly and West
Dreams of fame and grandeur
Q UND, Fluted, Ribb’d and Plain Da ¡
erly by Joseph. Emery’s land, Northerly by
End in bitter tears ;
HDS.
N.
E.
RUM,
just received and for
Neal’s land, aihd Northeasterly by land set
■ Lights for sale by
Love grows only fonder,
® sale by JOS. G.
at Saco in a neat and fashionable manner. Lhose off to the hen’s, of Amos Hasty, excluding
I. JEFFERDS, Í
With the lapse of years;
Kennebunk-port, Aug. 18, 1827.
prices. He will constantly be supplied who may favor him with their custom may therefrom one acre of land with the buildings
Time, and Change., and Trouble
with this article. Traders are respect depend upon punctuality and his endeavors thereon, which was also set off to the heirs
Weaker ties unbind ;
of Amos Hasty.
fully requested to call.
to please.
But the bands redouble,
And that the said premises are owned in
Sept. 15.
Kennebunk, August 11, 1827.
True Affection twined.
Common by your petitioners, and Nathan
Hasty of said York, Yeoman, and otner per
NEW convenient Store q
sons to your petitioners unknown and that the
posite the Store of Willi»
S persons have been in the habit of ta
respective shares of your petitioners are as
Gooch Esq. in Wells.
king down fence, and passing through
follows, viz, the said Abigail Hasty one fifth
For terms ap]>ply
’ to Will»
the subscribers’ land, near Mr. Samuel Buzpart, the said Andrew Haley and Betsey Ha
AFFECTING NARRATIVE.
, Esq. at Wells, or IMdr. Samuel Ros
zels, and from thence to the Sea, very much
ley one third of one fifth, or one fifteenth, the
Kennebunk.
to their injury ; they therefore forbid all
said Abigail Leavitt one fifteenth, and the
PHINEAS WELLS,
The following interesting account is persons, passing or repassing the same with
AS added to his stock many CHEAP said Aaron Hamilton and Lydia Hamilton
Wells, July 31.
articles. He wishes those who may one fifteenth, & that your petitioners cannot
given by the late Dr. Currie, of Liver teams, under penalty of being prosecuted.
want to purchase would call.
HARRISON MURPHY,
occupy and improve their said partsrto any
pool ; in a letter to Sir Walter Scott
Kennebunk-port, Aug. 18, 1827.
BENJAMIN LEWIS.
advantage, while the same lays in common
when Editor some years ago, of tt the Kennebunk-porL'Sept. 12 1827.
and undivided as aforesaid, but wholly lose
Ministrelsy of the Scottish Border.” It
the profits thereof.—Wherefore they pray
that notice may be issued in due form of Law
FEW Hhds. Prime Wt
has hardly a parallel in its kind:—44 1
—and that their said parts may be set off
India RUM, for sale I,
once, in my early days, ” says Dr.
and
assigned
to
them
in
severalty
the subscriber.
OF THE FIRST QUALITY,
Currie, ” heard (it was night, 1 could HjlAKES the liberty to inform his friends
And
your
Petitioners
shall
ever
pray.
B. PALMERi I
B
and former customers that the sale of
HAYES & COGSWELL,
not see) a traveller drowning, not in foreign tickets being prohibited by the laws For sale by
Altos,
for
petitioners.
JOS. G. SS0OW.
the Annan itself, but .in the Frith of of his own state, he has taken a LOTTERY
Solway, close by the mouth of that riv OFFICE in Philadelphia, where he has August 11.
STATE OF MAINE.
for sale TICKETS in all the popular Lot
er. The influx of the tide had unhor teries
in the United States, some of which
York, ss. At the Court of Common Pleas,
sed him in the night, as he was passing are drawn every week and as they are not
begun and holden at York, in and for the
•< ADIES, first quality BLACK KID
County of Yerk, on the last Tuesday of JR
the sands of Cumberland. The west yet denied the privilege of writing. he would
HE
Subscribers
would
inform
those
who
lJ LASTING SHOES.
them that all letters enclosing ten
May, A. D. 1827.
wind blew a tempest, and, according to inform
have
promised
.¿k'Sf
in
payment
for
L IKEWISE
dollars and upwards for tickets, he will pay
N
the
foregoing
petition
the
Court
order
old debts, that it is wanted immediately.—
Summer Strained Sperm OIL, for sale b?
the common expression, brought in the the postage both ways, and those from five to
that
the
Petitioners
notify
all
other
to this may save trouble.
JOS. G. MOOD)
water three feet abreast. The traveller ten he will pay the postage to him, and all Attention
persons interested in the premises, to appear
GREENOUGH & BODWELL.
July 27.
suins
less
than
five
dollars
the
postage
must
at
the
term
of
this
Court,
to
be
holden
at
Al

got upon a standing net a little way be paid by the writers. All letters directed August 11,1827.
fred, in and for said County, on the third
from the shore. There he had lashed 'to M. Davis, No, 57, South Second Street,
Tuesday of October next, by causing the
himself to the post, shouting for half Philadelphia, will be answered by return of
said Nathan Hasty to be served with an at
M." DAVIS.
tested copy of said Petition and this order
an hour for assistance, till the tide mail.
thereon and by causing the same to be pub
HIS inveterate disease which has soli
rose over his head 1 In the darkness September 1.
TRACT of Land in Wells, lished throe weeks successively in the Ken Tin
,Zy.k on Mousum River, in the nebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk—the JtL baffled the art of the most experiem ■
of the night, and amidst the pauses of
county of York bounded as follows, said service and the last publication to be Physicians, has at length found a severe
the hurricane, his voice, heard at inter
beginning twenty feet Southeast thirty days at least before the said third Tues remedy an
vals, was exquisitely mournful. No
fromElijah Stevens house thence running 40 day of October, that they may then and
DR. LAGRANGE’S GENUM't
one could go to his assistance—no
feet Southeast or as said river runs, and ex there shew cause, if any they have, why the
OULD inform all those who are in tending 12 feet in width from the top of the prayer of said Petition should not be granted!
one knew where he was :—the sound
debted to him either by Note or on bank of said river, containing 12 feet in width,
FEW ■ CUTANEOUS diseases areii
Attest-JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
seemed to proceed from the spirit of
account, that their dues must be paid on
or in length, and also a certain strip of land A true Copy of said Petition and order of the with more reluctance by the Physician,?
40 feet
the waters. But morning rose—the before the 25th of September next, as all his in Wells aforesaid, bounded as follows, viz.
none in which he is so universally wnswc«
Court the-reon.
tide had ebbed—and the poor traveller demands which are unsettled at that time beginning sixty-six feet Southeast from Eli Attest—JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk. ful.
be left with an Attorney for collection. jah Stevens’house ; thence running twenty
This Ointment has stood the test of ex[|
August 18.
was found lashed to the pole of the net, will
Kennebunk, Aug. 31, 1827.
feet Southeast, or as said river runs. For
rience and justly obtained an unparalleled! I
and bleaching in the wind.” It is
further particulars enquire of
lebrity. It immediately removes the sd|
BARTHOLOMEW BERRY,
hardly conceivable that any incident
gives a healthy action to the vessels of
Portsmouth, N. H.
skin, audits original colour and smoothneO
ever occurred better calculated to ex
OHHE
subscriber
has
received
on
consign

Aug. 11.
Numerous recommendations might be®
cite the strongest sympathies in human
ai- ment from the importer,
tained of its superior efficacy, but the D |
MS
DUOJT,
which
he
offers
for
sale
by
beings. .
prietor chose that a fair trial should:
the Bale or Piece.—also
its only commentator. It has in three or! I
OULD inform the inhabitants of this
AMERICAN DUCK,
weeks cured cases of fifteen and twenty y?
and
the
neighboring
towns,
that
he
There are those to whom a sense of
standing, that have resisted the power ohconstantly on hand at Factory prices.
has removed to Cat-Mousuoi Falls, (so call
erv other remedy that could be devised.
religion has come in storm and tem ed,) in this town, where he carries on the
J. F. CURTIS.
It not only at once gives immediate relit |
pest; there are those whom it has sum
tf.
Saco,
Aug.
20,
1827.
CLOTH DRESSING
Salt-Rheum, but cures Tinea Capitis (c° I
IT GRD
KINGSBURY about making
moned amid scenes of reverly arid idle Business in all its branches—and will be ü À a new arrangement in their business
monly called SCALD HEAD) andallscal,
eruptions peculiar to unhealthy children' I
vanity; there are those, too, have heard happy to receive the favors of his former will sell their present stock of goods at a re
•JZ’There is ifothing of a mercurial naq
this 44 still small voice” amid rural leis friends and customers and assures them that duced price.
SUIT of Uniform, two Swords, Epau contained
in it, and it may be used on'
will work as cheap as any other person in
All those that are indebted are requested
lettes, &c. used in the Cavalry, in this fants and others under any circumstaa
ure and placid contentment. But per i lie
this vicinity.
to make payment immediately.
town,--for
sale
low,
—
apply
to
whatever.
haps the knowledge which causeth not Kennebunk, Aug. 31, 1827,
August 2, 1827.
SARAH KIMBALL.
Sold Wholesale and RetaiTby the foil!
<0 err, is most frequently impressed up
Kennebunk, August 24, 1822.
ing agents.
on the mind during seasons of affliction ; CVapboavds and Shhiglcs.
David Griffith, Portland ; Delano
and tears are the softened showers QAAA FIRST quality clapboards and
ney, Boston; Isaac Hill, Concord, NTOOR.
Sale
30
Casks
S.
S.
Strained
Oil,
0WV
100
M.
Good
Laying
shingles
Putnam
8c Blake, Saco, and JAMES ,
which cause the seed of heaven to spring
for Sale by
which is at Boston prices.
REM1CH,
Kennebunk.
A
good
assortment
of
Justice
rip and take root in the human breast.
IVORY JEFFERDS.
*^*Liberal discount to country dealersGREENOUGH & BODWELL.
Blanks for sale at this Office,
. Sir Walter Scott.
Sept. 1.
I Kennebunk-port, Aug. 18,1827..
June, 1826,
eopW

O

B

A

Particular Notice.

.Commissioner^’ Notiee.

A

Rum, Salt & Flour.

10

New Goods

HEXDIU,

PATENT

W

e/W. VP Rlim.

VARIETY

Notice to Trespassers.

A

Deck Lights,

'Tailoring Business

B

A

Addition of Stock.

I. Jefferds,

H

W. I. RUM

2>f. Ravis

Cider Vinegar,

A

Shoes

T

O

¡Suit Rheum.

For ¡Sale.

JT&tiee.

W

Havens Duck.

C/lotli Dressing.

PAUL H. HUSSEY,

W

SELLING

off, Cheap.

Cavalry Uniform.

A

Summer Strained Oil.

Blanks."

tai

